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My craft room
Su Pennick shows you how to create your own set of sewing paraphernalia to match
your personal workspace – whether you have a whole workroom or just a small corner
Wooden blanks are the sturdiest place to start and are widely
available – stores such as Ikea and The Range oﬀer a variety of
wooden items from picture frames to small sets of drawers.
There are also a number of websites selling items for
decoration. We’ve chosen to use Kaisercraft products for our projects but
there are lots of other alternatives that do the job equally well.
The important thing is to keep an open mind when looking for suitable
storage boxes. Deep box frames do not have to be used solely for
displaying photographs and mementoes – they can be put to a practical,
as well as decorative, use as our haberdashery storage unit on page 40
shows. The wooden trinket chest on page 39 is intended as a jewellery box
but it is the ideal size for a table-top sewing box.
PREPARATION
When decorating wooden items it is always important to lightly sand them
ﬁrst, no matter how smooth they may already feel. Any loose splinters of
wood will get mixed into paint or ink, or create uneven areas under paper
coverings. After sanding it is necessary to brush the item thoroughly to
remove the dust.
Most wooden items will need at least two coats
of paint to produce an even ﬁnish. If you wish to create a
vintage look on your projects, sanding through the layers of
paint on some of the edges and corners of the box will
achieve this (make this fairly random rather than even). Rub
a gold or brown inkpad lightly over these areas to stain the
exposed wood and colour the surrounding paint (rub oﬀ
any excess with your ﬁnger). The pearl paint we have used
here creates a lovely background for the beautiful Kaisercraft
vintage-style patterned paper we have chosen. Other
colours and designs can easily be substituted to create a
set that matches your own style and workspace.
MAKING IT STICK
The easiest way to attach paper to wooden objects is with
spray adhesive. This type of adhesive may be more costly
than liquid alternatives, but it produces a much cleaner
ﬁnish and does not warp the paper in the same way that
wet adhesive will.
The ﬁnishing touches you add to your creations are up
to you – you can go for a dimensional ﬁnish by adding
wooden spools and ﬂowers, or
opt for a more streamlined look.
Kaisercraft produces various
wooden shapes with a sewing
theme that can be used
whatever style you choose.
Metal jewellery charms and
mother-of-pearl or wooden
buttons look very eﬀective,
while the addition of lace and
ribbon, especially to vintagethemed projects, adds a nice
ﬁnishing touch.
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

BY SU
PENNICK
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MATERIALS

Spool pincushion

™ Stampers Anonymous Studio 490
Art Parts Spool Set
™ pearl acrylic paint
™ gold & brown inkpads
™ Kaisercraft Needle & Thread Seam
™ Frost, Sprout & Smoke Kaisercraft 12x12” patterned paper
weave cardstock
™ Kaisercraft Scissors & Coat Hangers
Wooden Flourishes
™ wooden spools
™ 6mm pearl beads
™ vintage buttons
™ cream lace
™ gingham fabric
™ stuﬃng
™ turquoise narrow satin ribbon
™ Ranger Glossy Accents
™ needle & thread

TOOLS

™ glue gun

SIMPLY MAKE
Glue the medium-sized spool
parts together and paint with
two coats of pearl acrylic paint.
Leave to dry. Cover one side of one
of the larger spool ends with
Smoke cardstock and colour the
edges with gold ink. Attach this to
the bottom of the medium spool.
Adhere a strip of patterned paper
around the spool.
Cut a 13cm circle of gingham
fabric. Sew a running stitch
around the edges and ﬁll with
stuﬃng. Place one of the smallest
spool ends into the fabric and
gather the edges around it. Push as
much stuﬃng as possible through
the hole in the spool to ﬁll the
fabric. Even out the fabric gathers
around the spool end and secure
the thread.
Use a glue gun to stick
gathered lace around the
edge of the top of the
constructed spool. Stick the base of
the fabric pincushion to its centre.
Glue a length of ribbon around the
edge along with a bow.
Cover three diﬀerent sizes of
small wooden spool with
cardstock. Cut a tape measure
from the patterned paper and
adhere one end around the bottom
of the spool. Fix the wooden spools
in place, evenly spaced around the
painted spool. Wrap the other end
of the paper tape measure around
the largest wooden spool and
secure in place.
Colour two pairs of wooden
scissors and one coat hanger
with brown and then gold ink.
Stick them in place on and around
the small wooden spools using
Glossy Accents. Attach various
buttons and pearl beads around
the base of the spool to ﬁnish.
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

Sewing box

MATERIALS

™ wooden trinket chest with drawers
™ pearl acrylic paint
™ gold & brown inkpads
™ Kaisercraft Needle & Thread Cotton

Seam 12x12” patterned paper
™ Frost, Sprout & Smoke Kaisercraft
weave cardstock
™ small paper doilies
™ cream chalk
™ Kaisercraft Spools & Coat Hangers
Wooden Flourishes
™ Dreamy Prima Angelica Rose flow
ers
™ antique-gold fastener
™ Tim Holtz Idea-ology Hitch Fastene
rs
™ small wooden spools
™ vintage buttons
™ turquoise narrow ribbon
™ antique-gold metal scissor charms
™ spray adhesive
™ hairspray
TOOLS
™ scallop-edged scissors
™ screwdriver
™ sandpaper

and

SIMPLY MAKE
Lightly sand the chest and
drawers and cover with two
coats of pearl acrylic paint.
When dry, randomly sand the edges
and corners and colour with gold ink
to create an aged look.
Cut panels of Seam paper to ﬁt
the lid, sides and drawer fronts.
Colour the edges of the panels
with brown ink and aﬃx in place.
Colour two small doilies with cream
chalk, spray with hairspray to seal
and stick to the lid. Cut panels of
Frost cardstock to ﬁt inside the box,
lid and draws. Add panels and pieces
cut from Cotton paper to all of these,
inside and out.
Fix a length of ribbon around
the lid and screw a fastener in
place. Glue the top part of two
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Hitch Fasteners to the
drawers. Cut scallop-edged
strips of Smoke cardstock
and adhere around the edge
of the lid and top of the
drawers. Fix strips of
cardstock to three diﬀerentsized spools and stick in
place on the lid.
Colour two coat
hangers and one large
spool with brown and
then gold ink. Fix one hanger
and the spool, along with a
scissor charm and button, to
the inside of the lid. Attach
the other hanger, a scissor
charm and two paper ﬂowers
to the top of the lid. Finish by
ﬁxing various buttons to the
lid and drawers as shown.
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MATERIALS
™ 15x15x2cm wooden box frame
™ pearl acrylic paint
™ gold & brown inkpads
™ Kaisercraft Needle & Thread
Cotton and Paper Seam 12x12”
patterned paper
™ Smoke Kaisercraft weave
cardstock
™ 18-gauge bare stem
floristry wire
™ small screws
™ small wooden spools
™ Paperchase favour jars
™ Kaisercraft Spools Wooden
Flourishes
™ Kaisercraft natural lace
™ vintage buttons
™ strong glue
TOOLS
™ wire cutters
™ round-nosed pliers
™ scallop-edged scissors
™ screwdriver
™ sandpaper

Haberdashery storage

SIMPLY MAKE
Take the box frame apart and
sand both wooden parts. Pierce a
hole in the inner left-hand edge of
the inner frame 3.5cm down. Make
dents in the wood to mark the position
of the screws – 2.5cm down on the
inner edges on the right-hand side and
2.5cm up from the bottom edge on
both sides. Pierce and mark all these in
the centre of the frame. Paint the inner
and outer frames with two coats of
pearl acrylic paint and leave to dry.
Use the frame’s backboard to
cut a piece of patterned paper
that incorporates the tape
measure motif along the top edge.
Aﬃx this in place on the backboard
and reassemble the frame. Glue the
inner frame inside the outer frame
followed by the glass and then the
decorated backboard. Fix everything in
place. Sand the edges of the frame in
various places and colour with gold ink
to give an aged look. Cut scallopedged strips of Smoke cardstock and
adhere them in place as shown.
Fix one of the screws in the inner
frame where marked at the top.
Leave it sticking out slightly so
that the spool wire can hang on it.
Make a right-angle bend in the wire,
2cm from the end. Use round-nosed
pliers to create a ‘U’-shaped bend in
this that will ﬁt over the screw, and
leave the end of the wire quite long to
counterbalance it a little. Trim the other
end of the wire so that it will ﬁt inside
the hole in the opposite side of the
frame while the shaped end is hooked
around the screw. Thread this with
small spools with pearl beads between
and ﬁll the spools with ribbon.
Take a second length of wire and
turn a loop big enough for a
screw to ﬁt through in one end.
Bend the wire to form a frame that,
when attached to the wooden frame,
will be the correct size to hold the jars
in place. Turn a second loop in the
other end. Thread a length of ribbon
onto the wire and ﬁx in place with
screws. Add a spot of strong glue to
each end to secure it.
Cut circles from Seam patterned
paper and adhere them to the
top of three favour jars. Colour
the edges of three small pieces of
Cotton patterned paper – which all
feature buttons – with brown ink and
aﬃx them in place on the tags along
with wooden spools also coloured
with brown ink. Add a spot of glue to
hold the twine bows in place and ﬁx
three vintage buttons to the frame. Fill
the jars with coloured buttons to ﬁnish.
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

Magazine/pattern file
MATERIALS

™ wooden magazine file
™ pearl acrylic paint
™ gold & brown inkpads
™ Kaisercraft Needle & Thread

Cotton and Bobbin (x2)
12x12” patterned paper
™ Frost Kaisercraft weave
cardstock
™ Kaisercraft Spools & Scissors
Wooden Flourishes
™ Gem Prima Angelica Rose
flowers
TOOLS
™ sandpaper

SIMPLY MAKE
Sand the wooden
box and cover,
inside and out,
with two coats of
pearl acrylic paint.
Leave to dry.
Draw around the
box to create a
template for
cutting the patterned
paper. Trim 0.5cm
from the side edges
and 1cm from the
bottom edge of the
template so that it will
leave a pearl-coloured
border when fixed in
place. Cut two panels
from patterned paper
– remembering to flip
the template over for
one of them. Cut two
from coloured
cardstock. Also cut
panels to fit both ends
of the box from
patterned paper and
cardstock. Colour the
edges of all these with
brown ink and adhere
in place.
Cut panels from
Cotton paper and
fix them into
place along with a
paper flower. Colour a
pair of scissors and
three spools with
brown and then gold
ink. Stick these in
place to finish.
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Vintage needle case
MATERIALS
™ turquoise, cream & mustard felt
™ brown gingham fabric
™ medium-weight iron-on interfacingad
™ turquoise & cream embroidery thre
™ golden yellow satin ribbon
™ mother-of-pearl button
™ cream lace
™ template on page 43
TOOLS
™ iron
™ needles & pins

SIMPLY MAKE
Use the template provided
to cut one large panel of
turquoise felt, one large
panel of fabric, one small
pocket panel of turquoise felt
and the two sizes of needleholder felt. Iron interfacing to
the back of the turquoise felt
and fabric panels.
Use three strands of
thread to sew the lace in
place on the large felt
panel using a running stitch.
Form a loop in the end of the
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ribbon and stitch it securely,
along with the rest of the
length of ribbon, in place using
three strands of thread.
Use all six strands of
thread to sew blanket
stitch along the top
edge of the pocket panel.
Pin this in place and use
chain stitch to sew it to the
fabric panel, as shown, to
create three pockets. Use
chain stitch to sew the needleholder felt pieces in place.

3

Pin the reverse of the
fabric and the reverse of
the felt panel together,
ensuring that the ribbon loop
is at the opposite end to the
pocket. Use all six strands of
thread to sew these together
using blanket stitch. Fold the
case together and mark the
position of the button. Sew this
in place. Embroider a simple
flower at the base of the
ribbon loop for added strength
to finish.
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

Fold

Sewing
line

Fold
WHERE TO BUY

Needle case

Sewing
lines

template
shown at 100%

Pocket

All the Kaisercraft products featured
here are available from
www.merlyimpressions.co.uk
Wooden box frames are available from
The Range
Wooden magazine files are available
from Ikea
Home DecoArt wooden trinket ches
t
with drawers are available from
www.amazon.co.uk
Small wooden spools are available
from www.theartisticstamper.com
Prima flowers are available from
www.atripdownmemorylane.co.uk
Metal scissor charms are available
from www.bojanglebeads.co.uk
Favour jars are available from
Paperchase
Stampers Anonymous spool sets
are available from
www.craftie-charlie.co.uk
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